〈1Day Tour〉Sail on the ice crusher "Garinkogo II" & Visit
the lovely little seals in the Monbetsu Ocean Park
Itinerary
06:30 a.m.

Departure from ANA Crowne Plaza Hotel Sapporo / MAP
2-9, Nishi 1-chome, Kita 3-jo, Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido,
Gathering at 06:20 am. Departing at 06:30 am

06:34 a.m.

Departure from View Hotel Odori Park / MAP
Nishi 8-chome, Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido,
Gathering at 06:35 am. Departing at 06:45 am

07:00 a.m.

Departure from Premier Hotel Nakajima Park Sapporo / MAP
1-21,Minami 10 Jo Nishi 6-Chome Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido
Gathering at 06:50 am. Departing at 07:00 am
〈Hokkaido Expressway〉
Take a rest at Sunagawa Highway Oasis
Michi no Eki, Taki no Ue Service Area
Having Makunouchi lunch box on bus

12:00 p.m.

Monbetsu "Garinkogo II" (60 min)
Sail on the ice crusher "Garinkogo II" on the Sea of Okhotsk, which is the North-est sea in Japan

01:15 p.m.

Okhotsk Ice Sea Observation Tower (60 min)
Free time. Admission fee for observation tower at JPY800 at own expense

02:30 p.m.

Marukaichi Suisan (60 min)
Shopping for different kinds of seafood

03:00 p.m.

Dezuka Suisan (20 min)
Shopping for different kinds of fish products, fish plate and mayonnaise crab meat-ball given as a gift
〈Hokkaido Expressway〉
Will stop twice for resting on the way

07:30 p.m.

Arrival at Premier Hotel Nakajima Park Sapporo

07:45 p.m.

Arrival at View Hotel Odori Park

08:00 p.m.

Arrival at ANA Crowne Plaza Hotel Sapporo

＊Meal(s)

Breakfast : 0 / Lunch : 1 / Dinner : 0

Included
- Admission fees
- Cruising fee
- Transportation costs included in the tour
- Lunch box

*Not included in the price
Okhotsk Ice Sea Observation Tower / Observation tower admission fees

Guide/Conductor
No Guide/Conductor
Price
Per guest

JPY 15,980

Remarks
- As it is stipulated by the law of Japan, please wear your seat belt on the tour bus.
- Participant of this tour will ride with Japan local visitor.
- Please be noted that you cannot change the scheduled return location after the tour.
- In case of traffic congestion or any other uncontrollable reasons, may lead to changes on tour schedule or time
shorten in each sightseeing spots, please be noted in advance.
Tour is scheduled as listed hour, however may subject to change due to traffic condition.
- Depends on the weather and traffic conditions of the day, schedule may change, please be noted.
- If there is no frozen ice can be seen on the sea, mini gift will be given as compensation.
- If the cruise is not operating after bus arrival, refund will be made at 1700 Yen per adult and 800 Yen per child. And
schedule will change to visit Okhotsk Sea Ice Museum of Hokkaido.
- If the cruise is not operating or due to blockage of road the bus cannot arrive Mobetsu, refund will be made at 2700
Yen per adult and 1350 Yen per child. And schedule will change to visit Sounkyo Hyobaku Festival.
- No compensation for any time delay on bus.
- No show without any notification in advance will cause you to pay in full with no refund.
- Please kindly be noted that JPY3000 is required if you need a seat for infant under 3 years old. (Baby or child seat
are not available)

